Overview

For teaching and research, the Archive of Americana put tens of millions of pages of primary documents at the fingertips of students and scholars in the humanities and social sciences. Together, these collections offer unprecedented opportunities for fresh insight on nearly every aspect of American history, literature, politics, culture and daily life.

America’s Historical Imprints

This fully integrated grouping offers more than 150,000 early American books, pamphlets, broadsides and rare printed materials. Featuring extensive indexing and full bibliographic information, this authoritative resource enables researchers to browse and explore America’s past as never before. Among the available databases are Early American Imprints, American Broadsides and Ephemera, Afro-Americana Imprints, The American Civil War Collection, American Pamphlets, and The American Slavery Collection.

America’s Historical Newspapers

As the single most complete resource for historical American newspapers, this grouping offers an unparalleled record of the topics, people, issues and events that have shaped America for more than three centuries. Providing access to thousands of cross-searchable titles from all 50 states and Washington, D.C., America’s Historical Newspapers includes Early American Newspapers, Caribbean Newspapers, and American Ethnic Newspapers. In addition to these series, many titles are available individually or by era, decade and place of publication.

America’s Historical Government Documents

The reports, documents and journals of the United States Senate and House of Representatives offer invaluable insight into the people, issues and events of American history and politics. Through partnerships with leading academic and government institutions, Readex has created definitive digital editions of the most important series of U.S. Congressional publications. Available are the American State Papers, House and Senate Journals, Senate Executive Journals, and the U.S. Congressional Serial Set.

African American Periodicals

Like African American Newspapers, this wide-ranging collection is based upon James P. Danky’s monumental African-American Newspapers and Periodicals: A National Bibliography. Drawn from the matchless holdings of the Wisconsin Historical Society, African American Periodicals ranges over more than 150 years of American life, from slavery during the Antebellum Period to the struggles and triumphs of the modern era.

The Civil War: Antebellum Period to Reconstruction

This first thematic Archive of Americana collection provides newspapers, government publications, broadsides and ephemera in a single, cross-searchable resource. Together, this diverse collection of primary materials provides extensive local and national coverage of American culture, politics and society from 1840 through 1877—a tumultuous time that redefined a nation.
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For more information on this and other Readex collections, call 800.762.8182, email sales@readex.com or visit www.readex.com